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Photo opportunity of the Month
Himalayan Honey Hunter
Not a honey harvest we in the UK can
anticipate. This photograph courtesy
of Eric Valli Bournemouth & Dorset
BKA illustrates a different practice,
and from the size and shape of the
combs it may be that this ‘honey
hunter’ harvested his honey from the
nest of the world’s largest honey bee
- the Himalayan honey bee - which
migrates and builds very large nests
often on overhanging cliffs that can
contain as much as 130 lb of honey.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image
that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

May, Mon 2nd

Lower Kingswood Village Fete (13:30 - 16:30)
Promoting & demonstrating beekeeping & Honey Sales.

Kingswood, Surrey
Mike Hill

May, Wed 4th

Summer Training Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Practical training - learning, mentoring, helping.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Sun 8th

The Cowpie Show (10:00 - 17:00)
Promoting & demonstrating beekeeping & Honey Sales.

Lingfield, Surrey
Mike Hill

Summer Training Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Practical training - learning, mentoring, helping.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Wed’days
11th & 18th
May, Sat 21st

Wimbledon Apiary
Surrey Training Day - Gen Hus’dry Practical Asses’nt
Book: Sandra Rickwood
Insights into how the assessment is carried out.

May, Wed 25th

Summer Training Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Practical training - learning, mentoring, helping.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

May, Mon 30th

Surrey County Show (10:00 - 17:00)
Honey Show, Demo’s, Displays and Honey Sales.

Stoke Pk. Guildford
Show Entry Stewarding

1st & 8th

Summer Training Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Practical training - learning, mentoring, helping.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Jun, 9th -11th

South of England Show (09:00 - 18:30 each day)
Honey Show, Demo’s, Displays and Honey Sales.

Jun, Sat 11th

Skep Making Course (09:30 - 16:30)
Chris Parks instructs and guides as you make your Skep.

Jun, Wed 15th

Summer Training Apiary Meeting (18:30 - 20:00)
Practical training - learning, mentoring, helping.

Ardingly, W. Sussex
Pauline Sparkes
Henfold Apiary
Celia Perry
Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Jun, Wed’days

Comments about and contributions for publication in

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Marking Time Usefully
So far this season, opportunities to ‘do’ actual beekeeping, when it’s not raining AND air
temperatures manage to creep up somewhere near 15°C, have been rather scarce. Certainly,
hive inspections at Henfold throughout April have needed to be rather brief, if at all.
Anyway, whilst we may gaze upon the ‘still life’ apiary scenes from behind windows with the
heating turned up, again; opportunity enough to get involved in many other beekeeping events,
courses, workshops, training, reading, preparations and even Honey Shows.
The Surrey County Show takes place at Stoke Park, Guildford on Monday 30th May, with still
time to try your hand in the Competition Classes; entries close on the 9th May. If you need
more time to prepare some of your last years honey, or to dust off and recycle last years show
entries, you have until the 31st May to submit entries into the South of England Honey Show
that runs on the 9th, 10th & 11th June at Ardingly. See notices in this edition and the website
for details of both of these imminent shows and links to Schedules and Entry Forms.
You can also be considering whether you would be looking to receive a swarm this summer
(subject to availability - numbers of captured swarms each year can go up as well as down). Once the weather does turn
warm again there will be colonies busting to swarm (not your own of course). So, prepare your
equipment and site now and let the Swarm Team know. Guidance is provided in this edition.
Finally. if you fancy DIY swarm capturing, you could use a Skep. Make your own during next
months skep making workshop.
Richard & Graham
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Members News
… Ready, but still waiting on the weather

by Andrew Buchanan

in the weather, the training schedule can be
running in earnest soon. Then, of course, we
start to increase the colonies again through
I ended last month’s Chat with the exclamation Swarm Prevention techniques etc.!
“all is ready for the 2016 Summer Season”.
Whilst the soggy grass still doesn’t allow for the
But, nobody told the weather what was needed!
entire car parking needs, I’m very pleased that
The mild winter encouraged Worker bees to eat members braving the cold have been finding
more food than usual and the Queens to get on sanctuary in the Pavilion.
with laying eggs. This has meant that some
Over the next week or two the Library will
colonies are running out of food (if not already
return. Sue Moore has kindly volunteered to
starved) while others are full to overflowing
help users to log the borrowing and return of
with bees and brood. In both cases these
their selected reading. (Books will still be able
colonies need urgent attention.
to be ‘booked’ via the online Book Shelf)
The colonies at Henfold Copse are no different.
Village Shows across our catchment area begin
Despite the best intentions of the many
in May. Mike Hill would welcome some help
enthusiastic members who have attended the
from anyone who would like to support our stall
sessions; the implementation of Mike Hill’s
at these shows. Find one local to you here
allocation of tutor groups to colonies has been
Shows & Fetes. Please contact Mike (01306
hampered by the cold Wednesday evenings. It
730668) if you would like to help to enthuse
has certainly been very difficult to carry out the
the public, tell them about RBKA, sell some
necessary manipulations. Consequently the
honey, and show off some bees.
plan to reduce the 19 over-wintered colonies
down to 12 has taken longer than expected.
Andrew Buchanan
However, it is coming together with some
Tel: 01306 712773, Mob: 07879 552582
colonies being united and some being moved
andrewb38@btinternet.com
to other RBKA apiaries. With luck and a change

The Pavilion Team - up and running
The internal fitting out and decoration of the
Pavilion at Henfold is nearing completion. And
already this fantastic facility is being pressed
into good use during our Wednesday evening
meetings, due to the very un-spring-like
weather.
To help us all maintain the facility at its
very best, the new ‘Pavilion Team’ of
Sue Hickson and Coral Lloyd (joint
Kitchen Managers) and Maggie Bourne
(Housekeeper) is now in place.

And there is a rota for members
to pitch-in and help with the
tidying and cleaning up the
pavilion after each meeting.
If you are able to offer to assist
Sue, Coral and Maggie in any
other way, please see them
during the meetings.

And, appropriately, a reminder to all that a
donation of 50p into the Skep Money box each
evening will be appreciated to cover the costs
Of course, this does not mean of the tea, coffee, milk, sugar and biscuits.
that the team are expected to
also be ‘doing’ all the kitchen And do please leave your wellies/boots or
and housekeeping chores. Far heavily soiled shoes (and bees hitchhiking on
your bee suit) outside on the veranda.
from it.
For our routine meetings, the (Tip: Bring a spare pair of clean shoes in a bag to
DIY washing and drying up of change into before entering the pavilion - saves
your Tea & Coffee cups is having to worry about whether your socks have any
expected.
holes or are matching!)

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Events News
Reigate Beekeepers Auction Report
Outside …

In the Village Hall …

Preparations for our annual auction, held at the
Mickleham apiary on the 16th April, had to
contend with somewhat
damp conditions.
But as much as the rain
persisted, so did Paul
Cleaver and Vince Gallo.
Some 25 vendors had submitted a total of 164
lots that had been ‘catalogued’ and as they
were delivered were laid out for inspection.
Thankfully by midday the rain had eased off
and 41 registered buyers, plus onlookers,
emerged from the Village Hall for the auction
itself.

Andrew Buchanan and multitasking Vince
managed the Auction administration, initially
Registering
buyers
and
issuing Bidding Cards, then
latterly taking payments and
issuing Collection Passes to
winning bidders.

Many lots were going
under Auctioneer Paul’s
hammer
for
bargain
prices. And the two
national hives with bees
included went for silly
prices of just £140 & £170. The ‘bees only’ in
a National went for £90. A second ‘bees only’
lot, but in a Langstroth, didn’t sell. But Vince
subsequently followed up an enquiry from a
member and secured a sale.
Overall, 33 of the registered buyers generated
total sales of £3,385.
This yielded a commission to Reigate
Beekeepers of £339.

Throughout all these
proceedings, the Catering
team of Maggie Minter,
Celia Perry and Suzy
Stevens maintained a
brisk trade in welcome
hot teas and coffees,
cakes and, of course, the
Bacon rolls. Achieving in the process; Catering
sales of £211.

Paynes Southdown Bee Farms had
set-up shop and were receiving a
steady stream of customers for all that
other stuff that wasn’t in the auction.
The Spring Clinic team were also busy.
Read their separate report summary (below).

Thanks to all that attended and to all who
assisted in the preparations and on the day,
including runners and car parking stewards; for
helping to make it another successful Auction.

Spring Bee Health Clinic Report Summary
Clustered with visitors to the Auction for warmth within the Mickleham Village, Bob Maurer’s
first Adult Bee Disease Clinic of 2016 examined a total of 69 samples from 17 apiaries submitted
by 16 beekeepers. Of those 17 apiaries, 9 had some level of Nosema infection.
18 of the 69 individual colony samples (26%) had some level of Nosema, of which 5 were light
cases, 8 were medium and 5 were high.
Since 1991, when Bob commenced his record keeping, over 2,500 samples have been tested
at 46 of our clinics; the average number of positive Nosema samples per clinic being 23.68%.
Last August was the worst, when 75.8% of the samples were positive for Nosema!
However … this spring 18 of the 69 samples were from Henfold Copse, so only 51 samples were
received from 16 members. Bob asks; Where were the samples from our other 200+ members?
Grateful thanks to Bob and his team of microscopists, Nigel Sones, Sue Hickson, Alan O’Hea
and Alan Berridge, to Gill Simpson for administration and to our excellent team of bee
‘grinders' for giving their time for the benefit of members. Bob is keen to expand the microscopy
team to also have the time and resource for acarine dissections. If you think you would like to
have a go at this please let him know.
Click here for Bob’s full report and for info. on dealing with bees testing positive for Nosema.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Old and New Classes for Reigate Show

South of England Show Opportunities

The Reigate Beekeepers Annual Honey Show
will be held on Saturday 8th October. There will
be lots more about it in future editions, but this
is advance notice of two classes you need to be
getting ready for now.

This event at the Ardingly Show
Ground, will be held on the 9th,
10th & 11th June this year and
presents a great opportunity
for
all
Associations
and
beekeepers throughout the
South
of
England
to
participate.

First is old favourite the Competition Comb
Class. To enter this you need to buy a presigned super frame from Henfold apiary on a
Wednesday evening. All frames must have been
signed by the nominated person, who this year
is Maggie Minter, before they are used; or
they won’t be eligible for judging. The cost of
the frame is £2.20 and they can be purchased
from the container next to the car park before
and after the meeting from 4th May onwards.
All you need to do is make up the frame, pop
it in a super (if it ever gets warm enough to put
supers on) and let the bees get on with it. This
frame is judged on weight and the heaviest
frame will win.
The class is open to individuals and hive groups.
So if your hive group at Henfold want to take
part, you just need the frame. There is no
charge for frames which will be used in RBKA
hives, but they must still be signed by the
nominated person.

Key players in organising and running this
prestigious event have been and remain;
Pauline & Robin Sparks with Eddie &
Marion Webster; along with members from
other associations within the South of England.
This year, Maggie Minter, Richard Bradfield
and an ex Reigate, now Croydon member, Bob
Barnes, have also been enrolled onto the
organising committee. We are all keen to make
this great event even greater.
Firstly, we would like to see as many
entries into the show classes as possible.

Either individually or as a group of members,
have a go at preparing some entries this year.
Full details of the Competition Classes are
provided in the Show Schedule that can be
downloaded along with a Honey Entry Form
The second, and new class for 2016, will be a from the South of England Show website:Microscope Slide showing an aspect of Bee http://www.seas.org.uk/info/competing/comp
Anatomy. All you budding microscopists out
eting-south-england-show/bees-honey/
there can start collecting and preparing your
Late entries accepted up to the 31st May.
bee samples to make up your slides. There will
be an earlier closing date for this class than for Class Entry Fees of 50p per entry apply, excluding
the other classes to allow the many entries to Free to Enter Class 1 and General Classes Gift 18
to 23. Exhibitors paying entry fees totaling £2.50
be judged prior to the Honey Show. You will
will receive a one day ticket for any one day of
need to get your slides to me no later than the the Show, and Exhibitors paying entry fees
first Winter Meeting at the beginning of totaling £1.50 may purchase a one day ticket for
September. (Probably 7th September)
£1.00. Any entry in Classes 17-20 (Gift) will count
The Show Schedule, available later in the
Summer, will give more details of these and
the many other classes you can take part in at
the Honey Show.
Celia Perry
Entries Show Secretary

Extraction Day Set & Venue Booked
Advance notice: The Autumn Extraction day,
when hoped for honey from all the divisions
supers is extracted by volunteering members,
is set for Saturday 6th August at the Newdigate
Village Hall. Prepping the hall and setting up
equipment will be during Friday, 5th August.
More details from Andrew Cornwall in next
months
.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

as a £1 fee and in Classes 21, 22, 23 (Gift) as a
50p fee.

Could you help during one of the show days
as a steward in the Bees & Honey marquee?
It is a great opportunity to meet and talk with
an enquiring public as well as other beekeepers.
Helpers will receive free entry to the show with a
free lunch and tea and/or coffee during the day.

Contact the Chief Steward, Bob Barnes by
email at chief.steward@deodar.org.uk to offer
and discuss how you can help make the show
a really great showcase for the Honey Bee and
beekeeping.
Or at least visit the Bees & Honey marquee.
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Notice Board

(click the

Skep Making Course

Surrey
County Show

Saturday 11th June 2016
● Make your own Skep during
this full day workshop
● Demonstration and
instruction by Chris Parks
● All materials required
included in the course fee

Honey Competition
Bank Holiday Monday 30th May 2016
Stoke Park, Guildford
Prizes: 1st £5.00, 2nd £3.00, 3rd £2.00, 4th £1.00
A contribution to the prize money has been kindly donated by the
Surrey Beekeepers Association.

Judge: Wg Cmdr Tom Salter (Hampshire)

It is unlikely that you will completely finish your
skep on the day, but you will go home with enough
materials and the skills to do so in your own time.

Venue … Henfold Copse Apiary
Registration ……. from 9:30am

Classes open to all and any beekeeper may enter.

Workshop Starts …… 10.00am

Honey Competition Entry 50p per Class

Close … approx 4.00 - 4.30pm

(No Fee for classes 302 & 303, and Novice class 312)

Course Fee … £60 Reigate Member
(£70 per non-Reigate Division Member)

Competition Entry Form - Click Here
Classes, Rules & Recipes - Click Here
Show Tickets -

to also find it and more on our website)

Adults £15
Seniors £11
Child £5.50

Free Entry to show with free lunch and tea/coffee
including 2 hrs free time - if you work as a Steward in
the Bee Tent. Click Here to apply to be a Steward.

Fee includes materials, tea and coffee.
Bring your own packed lunch.
A few of the limited number of
places remain, but book soon.
http://tinyurl.com/rbkskepform16
Places remaining by mid May will
be offered to other Divisions

Surrey Training Day
Saturday 21st May 2016
9, 10, 11
JUNE 2016
COMPETITION SHOW
BEES & BEEKEEPING DISPLAYS
BEEKEEPING EQUIPMENT SALES
SALES OF HONEY & HIVE PRODUCTS
TRAINING & MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
OBSERVATION HIVE & DEMONSTRATIONS
Either individually or as a group of
members, have a go at preparing
some entries this year.
Full details of the Competition Classes
are provided in the Show Schedule
that can be downloaded along with a
Honey Entry Form from the South
of England Show website:http://www.seas.org.uk/info/competi
ng/competing-south-englandshow/bees-honey/
Late entries ARE accepted
up to the 31st May.

To offer help with the stewarding
contact the Chief Steward
chief.steward@deodar.org.uk

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

General Husbandry Practical Assessment
● Have you kept several colonies of bees for five years and passed
the BBKA Basic Assessment?
● Are you seriously contemplating taking the General Husbandry
Assessment in 2016-2017?
● If so this practical training day will provide you with an insight
into how the assessment is carried out.
To be lead by Alastair Welch N.D.B, with Pam Hunter, Exam
Board Chair assisting on the day.
The programme
includes..........
Introduction.
How to present yourself on the day.
How the assessment tasks are decided.
Actual assessment tasks practically carried out by students assessed by course mentors and audience.
● Final session including further information, general questions answered, wrap up.
●
●
●
●

Fee £25 SBKA members, £35 Non SBKA members
● Venue - Wimbledon Division Apiary at Morden Hall Park, Morden
Hall Road, Morden, London SM4 5JD
● Time - 9.30am Registration - 10am Start - 1pm Close
● Bookings - contact Sandra Rickwood at
rickwoodsbka@gmail.com or telephone 01932 244326
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Swarm Stories
Swarms and the Law
There may be much confusion regarding the
ownership of swarms. There is also a
perception held by some that a beekeeper
whose bees swarm has an absolute right to
follow them and take them from wherever they
go. Also collecting swarms may involve risks
not only to others and their properties but to
the beekeeper himself. So it is useful to have
a general understanding of the law relating to
swarms as the swarm season approaches.

measures, the acquisition of swarms was the
only means of establishing and maintaining
apiaries.

The emergence of a swarm was therefore a
major event in village life. Servants were kept
on the lookout for each swarm as it emerged
and pandemonium ensued as soon as it did.
Bells were rung, drums were tanged (beaten),
mirrors shone for a dual purpose: to induce the
swarm to settle where a beekeeper could catch
it and, as a general warning to the then many
Ownership of Swarms
In earlier times, for all but the very rich, cane fellow beekeepers, that its former owner
sugar and similar crops were unaffordable wanted it back !
luxuries, so a swarm or colony provided a vital What did the law make of this ? More
source of sweetness for the beekeeper and his pertinently, what is the legal position today ?
family. Until the wide-spread introduction of
the movable frame hive, enabling the The law can conveniently be summarised in the
beekeeper to adopt swarm prevention following table.
Situation

Owner

Reason

(1) Bees in your hive, - your colony
shows evidence of swarm plans e.g.
larvae in queen cells but no swarm.

You

Those in hive belong to you.

(2) Bees out of the hive on ‘colony
business’ - not in swarm .

You

Their intention is to return to the hive.

No one. Your ownership is lost when the
swarm emerges (but may be re-gained
- see below).

Bees have reverted to wild state over
which you have no control, and nor
does anyone else.

(3) Bees in swarm and you did not
see them emerge .
(4) Bees in swarm and you saw
them emerge.

(5) Bees in swarm described in (3)
or (4) have landed :(a) on your land
(b) on somebody else’s private
property.

(6) You have successfully followed
and collected the swarm described
in (4).

No one - but your right to follow them
A beekeeper who sees his swarm
starts. You can become the owner of
emerge has a right to follow them
the swarm if you take it under (5) or
- see (6) below.
(6) below.
(a) You - if you catch them and to the
extent that they remain under your
control.
(b) You - if you are allowed access and Actions (a) and (b) gives you ownership
as the person who caught them.
you catch them, as above.
NB: If someone else takes them,
whether the property owner or a person
authorised by the property owner does
so, they become the owner.
Based originally on Roman Law. A
beekeeper who keeps his swarm in view
You
and collects it, can claim it. But if the
swarm settles on private land, the right
to follow and claim is lost.

(7) Swarm has got away, living wild
anywhere, including your land.

No one.

Entering Land to Collect Swarms
(i) Swarms on Private Property
‘Private Property’ means any land of any kind
to which the general public does NOT have right
of entry whatever its use and whoever the
owner,
e.g.
householder,
company,
government department or local authority, etc.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

No one controls it.

Beekeepers do not have a right to enter private
property to collect swarms. A beekeeper’s
so-called ‘right’ to follow and collect a swarm
from where it landed, if that land is another’s
private property, has long been rejected by the
English Courts. That means that if your swarm
lands, for example, in your neighbour’s
garden, you have no right, whatever the
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temptation, to collect it without your collector, you owe a duty of care to those who
neighbour’s consent. If your neighbour foreseeably may be affected by your actions.
refuses, that should be the end of the matter.
The level of care is that of a competent swarm
If your neighbour decides to keep it or offer it collector. If you fail to meet that standard then
to someone else, again, you have no right to you will, in principle, be liable to anyone injured. The Golden Rule is, therefore, to insist
be compensated.
that the public are kept well away until the
Even with consent, care is still needed. Are swarm has been caught and safely removed.
there children around ? Is damage likely ? Unless you are confident you can complete the
Warn that the collection may not go according collection safely, leave well alone.
to plan. That seemingly easy swarm may take
flight and end up anywhere, including down Two points are worth stressing.
the neighbour’s chimney.
Firstly, if you fail to carry out a swarm
collection (or any beekeeping activity) with the
care and skill expected from a competent
Public places means places to which the beekeeper, insurers may avoid any claim
general public has access or which they use, wholly or in part.
for example, public roads, streets and lanes,
Secondly, it can reasonably be expected that
communal places and parks.
insurers, in the event of a poor claims record,
The first rather obvious point is that if the may either increase the cost of insurance or
general public can use these places, then so alter the conditions of cover.
can we beekeepers. The problem is that whilst
the general public may want to use, say, a (ii) Risks to Property
road to get from A to B, we may, to get When you collect swarms, you are responsible
swarms, need perhaps to bring ladders, block for any damage you cause. Again, do not take
pavements, restrict traffic (pedestrian and on a swarm collection until you have assessed
vehicular),
which
may
cause
serious the risks and are wholly satisfied that you can
interruption for much as a full day.
do it; if not, do not even try.
(ii) Swarms in Public Places

Whilst the powers to do these things are
enjoyed by, for example, the police, they are
certainly not vested in us beekeepers. You
might require either the police and/or maybe
other statutory bodies, to provide a safe
working environment. If the police do get
involved, do not forget to point out that the
‘incident’ may require up to a day to clear, or
at least until nightfall, when you should be able
to get the whole swarm housed in your
collection box and taken away.

The Beekeeper and your Neighbours
Fundamental principle: Every landowner can
have reasonable use and enjoyment of his/her
property subject to any specific restrictions
e.g. in case of tenant, tenancy agreement,
terms of planning permission, etc. However, a
landowner cannot exercise this right if to do so
would unreasonably restrict his neighbour’s
enjoyment of his/her property.

It follows that beekeeping is no different from
other activity of mankind; you look to the
Our willingness to collect swarms makes us effect of the activity on the neighbour and if it
popular with the public and the authorities is, or becomes, inappropriate, the law will
alike. The fact that we do not enjoy specific and intervene.
sufficiently extensive rights to do this is, Good relations with neighbours, as well as the
therefore, invariably immaterial and perhaps good name of beekeeping, demand that
our only concern should be this - what are the beekeepers get on with neighbours, indeed all
risks ?
land users. Sensible location of hives, filled
(iii) Summary

with nice bees, in reasonable numbers, is vital.

Risks
(i) Risks when Collecting Swarms
Collecting swarms, like any other beekeeping
activity, involves risks. If you are a swarm
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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courtesy of Andrew Beer North Bucks BKA from
his talk given to Essex BKA

Swarms and You - Will You Want to Receive One?
Our own team of Swarm
Collectors are listed both on
the Members website’s Who’s
Who, as well as on our Public
Website (here). They will be
responding to calls about
reported
swarms
and
hopefully capturing them.

Details of our recommended swarm box and its
preparation, can be found under Swarm
Collection menu tabs on the Members website
(see Knowledge Base or Apiary News sections)
Then, IMPORTANTLY, also get yourself onto our
on-line Swarm Request list. Register Here.

This list will enable the swarm collectors to see
who else has supplied a swarm box to another
But capturing into what and for whom?
team member, should they themselves have
If you are likely to either want or be able to more swarms than boxes to put them in!
accept a captured swarm, please contact your
Want to be a Swarm Collector? Contact any
nearest member of the team asap, and arrange
team member to discuss what’s involved.
to supply them with your prepared swarm box.

Topical News
Magic Mushrooms
He worked with Washington State University
entomologist and beekeeper, Steve Sheppard
to test his theories. Together they have been
exploring the idea that mushrooms might be
able to protect bees from the harmful parasites.
One culprit in particular, the varroa destructor
One mushroom specifically, the Metarhizium
mite is thought to be a major contributor.
anisopliae, appears to be able to kill the varroa
Because the mite’s life is so short-lived, it has mites without hurting the bees.
been able to evolve rapidly and develop
resistance to some of the treatments that have
been previously able to control it.
Since the 1980s, bee populations have suffered
many problems with many culprits - from
viruses to pesticides being blamed, and
scientists are still seeking answers.

Thanks to a US mycologist, ‘mushroom expert’
Paul Stamets, we may have another solution.
He noticed bees eating mycelium (the root-like
filaments of mushrooms) in his garden, and
thought there was a possible relationship
between his crop of mushrooms and bee health.
He set out to test this theory by launching a
research project which was backed by the
National Institutes of Health and the Defense
Department.

Stamens and Sheppard are now testing
beehives that contain the mushrooms to
determine if they do, in fact, work as a natural
protection for colonies. They are doing this by
Eventually, this confirmed that compounds in dropping chunks of cardboard dusted with finely
certain mushrooms boost a bee’s immune ground powder from the mushroom into
system. His research also concluded that standard bee boxes.
mushrooms on certain trees frequented by
In order to keep the hive orderly, the bees rip
bees in the Pacific Northwest can protect the out the clutter and dust themselves in the
insects from viruses.
potentially mite-killing compounds.
In addition the mushroom nutrients also help
bees break down harmful pesticides and
chemicals. Clearly, mushrooms are magical in
more ways than one.

The results have yet to be determined, but
many are hopeful that the Metarhizium
anisopliae may be a long sought-after natural
solution to varroa destructor.

Stamet’s next step was to figure out how the
fungi could help protect bees from the mites.

courtesy of trueactivist.com & Somerton BKA
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Questions & Answers
Question - How do bees land and what is the best angle for a landing board ?
Bee equipment supply companies have for
years sold hive stands that have a slanted
landing board. When asked why slanted, and
why that particular slant, the answer is usually,
“That's the way it's always been.”
But perhaps there is a better reason. Landing
is tricky: hit the ground too fast and you will
crash and burn; too slow and you may stall and
fall. Bees manage their approach by monitoring
the speed of images moving across their eyes.
By slowing so that the speed of the looming
landing pad's image on the retina remains
constant, bees manage to control their
approach. But what happens in the final few
moments before touch down ? And how do bees
adapt to landing on surfaces ranging from the
horizontal to upside-down ceilings ?
Flies land on a ceiling by simply grabbing hold
with their front legs and somersaulting up as
they zip along, but a bee's approach is more
sedate.
Mandyam Srinivasan and other researchers
from the Queensland Brain Institute, knew that
bees must be doing something different from
daredevil flies. Curious to know more about bee
landing strategies they used a high-speed
camera to film the instant of touch down on
surfaces at various inclinations.
They built a bee-landing platform that could be
inclined at any angle from horizontal to inverted
(like a ceiling), then trained bees to land on it
and began filming. They collected film of bees
landing on surfaces ranging from 0180⁰, and
every 10⁰ inclination between, Then they
manually analysed the bees landing strategies,
and saw that the bees' approach could be
broken down into three phases.
Initially the bees approached from almost any
direction and at any speed, however, as they
got closer to the platforms, they slowed
dramatically, almost hovering, until they were
16 mm from the platform when they ground to
a complete halt, and hovered for a short time.

However, when landing on surfaces ranging
from vertical to 'ceilings', their antennae were
closest to the surface during the hover phase.
The team saw that the antennae grazed the
surface and this contact triggered the bees to
reach up with the front legs, grasp hold of the
surface and then slowly heave their middle and
hind legs up too. “We had not expected the
antennae to play a role and the fact that there
is a mechanical aspect of this is something that
we hadn't thought about,” admits Srinivasan.
Looking at the antennae's positions, the team
realised that in the final stages as the insects
approached inverted surfaces, they held their
antennae roughly perpendicular to the surface.
“The bee is able to estimate the slope of the
surface to orient correctly the antennae, so it
is using its visual system,” explains Srinivasan.
But this is surprising, because the bees are
almost completely stationary while hovering
and unable to use image movement across the
eye to estimate distances. He suspects the bees
use stereo vision over such a short distance.

Finally the team realised that bees are almost
tailor-made to land on surfaces inclined at
angles of 60⁰ to the horizontal. “When bees are
flying fast their bodies are horizontal, but when
they are flying slowly or hovering their
abdomen tilts down so that the tips of the legs
and antennae lie in a plane that makes an angle
of 60⁰,” explains Srinivasan “so the legs and
antennae all touch down simultaneously on
surfaces inclined at 60⁰. It seems they are
adapted to land on surfaces at this angle and
we are keen to find out whether many flowers
have this natural tilt.”

When the surface was horizontal or inclined
slightly, the bees' hind legs were almost within
touching distance of the surface, so it was The best angle for the bees landing on a landing
simply a matter of the bee gently lowering itself board appears to be 60⁰.
and grabbing hold with its rear feet before
courtesy of Nottinghamshire BKA
lowering the rest of the body.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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DIY Suggestions & Tips
Making Good Value Storage Boxes

DIY Suggestion

Making your own is
fun and saves money

Another great tip from Dennis Chow.
He has cleverly adapted some plastic storage
boxes to keep …… at his out apiaries, but this
idea is valuable to all beekeepers.
Dennis was also lucky to find the plastic boxes
on sale at Wilko (Wilkinsons the high street
general supermarket) for half price - only £5
each. He bought two 80 litre plastic boxes,
which he decided was the most suitable size.
He adapted the boxes to construct two layers;
the bottom layer for 8 super frames, and the In total, the box can hold 17 frames of capped
top layer can hold 9 super/brood frames (with honey, Also there is no fear of dripping honey
spacers).
into the car when carrying the wet frames back
If the frames are full of honey they can be very to the hives after extraction.
heavy, so he used two smaller blocks of wood As for storage, especially in the Winter, the box
to support the cross bars.
can hold up to 12 super frames on the bottom
and 14 super/brood frames on top, a total of
26. The lid can shut very tight, so it is wax moth
proof, and they can stack on top of each other.
They are a good investment, only £5 (if you are
lucky) or £10 for the plastic box, and with a
little DIY time and skill they can be easily
adapted as shown in the photographs.
The catches at the ends of the lid used to secure
the lid to the box are a bit flimsy. So he drilled
a hole through the box rim and the lid of the
lip on both side of the box (see photo), and
used a bent wire (coat hanger) to go through
it to prevent the wind blowing the lid away at
The boxes are very handy to take honey combs the out apiary. He tied the hook to the lid with
home for extraction, and they will protect the a piece of string so that he doesn’t loose it.
capping from damage. Or they can be used to
store things such as new frames at an out
apiary, or during the Winter.

courtesy of Dennis Chow
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Horticultural News
Plants for Each Period of the Year
When thinking about what to plant in our
gardens we should consider whether our
choices help support bees and other pollinators
throughout the year. The important principle is
to plant a wide range of nectar / pollen
producing plants that span the whole year. Try
to select single flowers rather than double
flowers that produce little or no pollen or nectar.
Examples suggested by the Wildlife Trust are,
pussy willow primroses and crocuses in the
Spring, Lavenders, meadow
cranesbill
and
ox-eye
daisies in the Summer, ivy
and hebes in the Autumn,
and mahonia shrubs and
cyclamen in the Winter.
Many plants such as Borage,
Comfrey, Viper’s bugloss,
and bird’s foot trefoil are favoured by bees.
A good guide is to look out for
the Royal Horticultural Society’s
‘Perfect for Pollinators’ logo at garden
centers or plant suppliers.

When most insect pollinators are on the wing
and actively foraging for food and fuel,
including collecting pollen as a protein source
to produce and feed the next generation. There
are many examples of good
plants for this period with the
more common ones including
ox-eye daisy, red and alsike
clover, birds foot trefoil, selfheal, knapweed, vetches,
thyme,
betony
and
brambles. White and red
deadnettles and thistles
provide
great
natural
resources. Poached egg plant, foxglove,
snapdragons, cornflowers, mallow, lavenders,
meadow cranesbill and honeysuckle represent
just a few of the more commonly sown garden
and border species.
Period (3) End of July to October

The resources provided by flowering plants can
be split into three key periods during the year.
Getting the timing right is crucial so that the
plants are in flower from February to October,
with no gaps.
Period (1) February / March to May

Period (2) June to mid-July

When insect pollinators
are looking to build up
their energy levels and
reserves before they
head into hibernation
over the Winter. There
are considerably fewer
plants that produce
these important hibernating resources, but
garden plants that do include Michaelmas daisy,
late-flowering hebes and asters, while common
ivy is also a very important source. In addition,
several bumble bee species remain active
during the Winter particularly in urban areas of
south east England. Plants to provide resources
for this period include cyclamen and mahonia
shrubs. Specific flowers are beneficial to
pollinators of conservation importance. Good
plants include clovers, deadnettles, knapweeds,
foxglove, comfrey, and birds foot trefoil.

When
many
insect
pollinators are emerging
from winter hibernation
and need access to
energy
resources
(nectar) pretty quickly.
Examples of good plants
for this period include
goat and grey willows, pussy willow, dandelion,
blackthorn, hawthorn and some of the fruit
trees like apples, pear and plums. Garden This article is a summary of a leaflet issued by the
plants include aubretia, wallflower, heathers, Wildlife Trust. For more information visit
crocuses, primroses and flowering currants http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/Bees-needs/growmore.
courtesy of North Staffs BKA
(Ribes).
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